
TIZIANA PONTILLO 

THE “ATTRIBUTES” OF THE SEA AS A “THEME” 
IN THE RÅMÅYAÍA AND IN THE RAGHUVAÚ˙A: 

A LEXICAL ANALYSIS*

I

Introduction

Lexical choices constitute the fourth component listed by
Lienhard 1 for explaining the Kåvya creative process, together with
three others which all pertain to subject-matter, i.e. 1) Theme 2)
Application 3) Attribute(s). The present research aims to analyse the
“attributes” for the sea 2, considered as a “theme”, according to
Boccali’s terminology 3.

The total of surveyed occurrences of terms for the sea are 346, of
which 257 were selected from the Baroda critical edition of Råmåya∫a 4

* I am very grateful to Prof. Anna Radicchi and to Prof. Giuliano Boccali for
their precious suggestions in several phases of this present research. I should like to
thank Dr. Sally Davies for her precious help in correcting and revising the English
version of this paper.

1. S. LIENHARD, A History of Classical Poetry Sanskrit - Pali - Prakrit (A History
of Indian Literature ed. by J. Gonda, vol. III, fasc. I), Wiesbaden, 1984, p. 27 f.

2. This is one of the canonical subjects of the Mahåkåvya according to
Kåvyådarƒa I, 16 (Kåvyådarƒa of Da∫∂in, first edition edited with an original com-
mentary by Vidyåbhæßa∫a Pandit Rangacharya Raddi Shastri, II ed. seen through the
press by K.R. Potdar, Poona, 1970, p. 18).

3. G. BOCCALI, “Tendencies in the Origins of the Classical Kåvya”, in
Sauh®dayama√galam. Studies in Honour of S. Lienhard on his 70

th
Birthday ed. M.

Juntunen, W.L. Smith, C. Suneson, Stockholm, 1995, p. 57 f.
4. Henceforth the Råmåya∫a will be quoted as R.
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292 Indologica Taurinensia, 33 (2007)

with the help of the Pada-Index edited by R.T. Vyas and R.I. Nanavati
(3 volumes: 1989; 1998; 2001) and the Råmåya∫a E-Text input by
Muneo Tokunaga, included in the Göttinger Register of Electronic
Texts in Indian Languages (Archive of E-Texts in R.E. Emmerick’s
Encoding), and 89 from the Kålidåsa-Lexicon, vol. I. Basic Text of the
Works, Part IV Raghuvaµƒa 5 by A. Scharpé, Rijksuniversiteit te Gent,
Werken uitgegeven door de Faculteit van de Letteren en Wijsbegeerte,
134e aflevering, Brugge, 1964.

The formulaic expressions and all the lexeme combinations pertaining
to the sea together with their adjectives were preliminarily arranged
according to the occurring specific term for the sea and then divided into
fifteen broad categories corresponding to the so-called “attributes” of the
theme “sea”, making a distinction between “images” and “situations”. The
“images” are represented by upamå-s, and more rarely by descriptions of a
real landscape or members of lists of natural elements. The “situations” are
constituted by passages in which the sea is effectively involved in the
actions of the main characters. Only 40 occurrences out of the total of 132
“situations” registered here do not correspond to an otherwise catalogued
attribute and consequently they have been considered apart in category 15.
Moreover four other different categories are devoted to passages A) which
include a reference to a specific myth B) which presuppose an immediate
observation of the sea C) which involve a hyperbolic sentence and D)
which contain two terms for the sea alongside each other. Special attention
is paid to the passages which insert the ocean into figurative speech,
mainly if it is implied as an upamåna in some ræpaka-s or upamå-s.

The results pertaining to the analysis of categories 1. “Rivers
flowing into the sea” and D. “Two contiguous terms for the sea”, as a
specimen of the method employed in this enquiry, were presented on
the occasion of the International Seminar “Love and Nature in Kåvya
Literature”, September 22-25, 2005, Kraków-Zakopane and they are
included in the Proceedings edited by L. Sudyka (Cracow Indological
Studies, vol. VII), pp. 103-114 with the following title: A lexical study
of the terms for the sea in the Råmåya∫a and in the Raghuvaµƒa.
Therefore both the mentioned categories are omitted here, but the per-
taining occurrences are included in the tables.

5. Henceforth quoted as Ragh.
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ATTRIBUTES:
1-14 “Images” (I) / “Situations” (S); 15 exclusively “Situations”

Categories based on the context-, rhetorical or linguistic data

Legenda
Ø + = the expression is employed as a synonym for the sea
DA = Divine Attribute
Ds = Description
M = Mythical episode

1: R 18X; Ragh 12X
20 I; Ø S

2: R 21X; Ragh 11X
16 I; 16 S

3: R 13X; Ragh 13X
8 I; 18 S

Rivers flowing into the sea The manifoldness of the sea:
Four seas / Two Seas / Seven Seas
/ Generic Plurality of the sea

The round shape of the sea: 3a.
The sea around the earth; 3b. The
waves as a garland

4: R 16X; Ragh 8X
23 I; 1 S

5: R 12X; Ragh 3X
3 I; 12 S

6: R 18X; Ragh 3X
17 I; 4 S

The tide on the day of the full
moon

The briny water 6a. The roar of the ocean waves;
6b. The silence or the jingling of
the sea

7: R 23X; Ragh 5X
26 I; 2 S

8: R 9X; Ragh Ø X
9 I; Ø S

9: R 56X; Ragh 2X
4 I; 54 S

The impressive features of the
ocean waves

8a. The ocean of sorrows; 8b. A
ship at the mercy of waves

The crossing of the ocean / The
reaching of the opposite coast

10: R 15X; Ragh 2X
1 I; 16 S

11: R 25X; Ragh 11X
16 I; 20 S

12: R 7X; Ragh Ø X
1 I; 6 S

The embodiment of the sea Treasures, animals, monsters and
Varu∫a in the depths of the ocean

The hundred yojanas of the sea

13: R 4X; Ragh 1X
5 I; Ø S

14: R 7X; Ragh 3X
2 I; 8 S

15: (S):
R 29X; Ragh 11X

Comparison with the sky Smooth, peaceful and attractive
sea

The sea as an element of a real
landscape, background of the
main characters

A: R 8Xetc.; Ragh 14X B: R 3X; Ragh 17X

References to myths Immediate observation

C: R 20X; Ragh 3X; 23 I; Ø S D: R 18X; Ragh ØX; 6 I; 12 S

Hyperbolic sentences Two contiguous terms for the sea
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1. Rivers flowing into the sea

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R I, 1, 65; I,
16, 14; II, 18,
24; II, 31, 31;
IV, 11, 8; VI,
91, 2

samudra- + 
saritåm pati-

1 rivers + sea (wives +
husband)

2 R III, 33, 36 samudra- + nadœpati- 1 rivers + sea ”

3 R VI, 9, 11 samudra- + nadanadœpati- 1 ” ”

4 R III, 33, 27 Ø + sindhuråja- 1 ” ”

5 Ragh IV, 45 Ø + saritåm pati- 1 + B river (Kåverœ)
+ sea

(wives +
husband)

6 Ragh VI, 61 Ø + sindhuråja- 1 ” ”

7 R VI, 113, 9 mahåtoya- + åpagåpati- 1 ” ”

8 R V, 14, 12 sågara- + ƒrœmån nadanadœpati- 1 ” ”

9 R VI, 4, 69 sågara- + saritåm pati- + ar∫ava- 1 + D ” ”

10 R IV, 40, 18 kånteva yuvati∆ kåntaµ 
samudram avagåhate

1 ” ”

11 R V, 1, 184 sågarasya ca patnœnåµ mukhåni 1 ” ”

12 R II, 56, 15 nadœnåm iva vegena 
samudrasalilaµ mahat

1 suffering /
memory

sea /
rivers

13 R IV, 41,
12; 14

sindhusågarayoƒ caiva saµgame
tatra parvata∆ [...]
viƒåle’smiµs toyapær∫e 
samantata∆

1 I
=

DS

14 R VI, 61, 35 åpæryata baloddharßais 
toyavegair ivår∫ava∆

1, 7 a hero encour-
aged by his
friend’s words

a sea fed by
the courses
of water

15 R VII, 19,
12

naƒyamånaµ mahad balam /
mahår∫avaµ samåsådya yathå
pañcåpagåjalam

1, 4, B a destroyed
army

the water of 5
rivers vanish-
ing into the
sea

16 Ragh III, 28 liper yathåvad graha∫ena
vå√mayaµ nadœmukheneva 
samudram åviƒat

1 writing /
knowledge

river
mouths/sea

17 Ragh VI, 52 vyatyagåd [...] srotovahå 
sågaragåminœva

1 princess
(svayaµvara)
+ bridegroom

river + sea

18 Ragh VI, 86 jalanidhim anuræ(paµ) (å) 
jahnukanyåvatœr∫å

1 ” ”

19 Ragh VII, 19 udanvån iva 1, B ” ”

20 Ragh VIII,
8

aham eva mato mahœpater iti
sarva∆ prak®tißv acintayat / udad-
her iva nimnagåƒateßv

1 king / sub-
jects

sea /
100 rivers
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2. The manifoldness of the sea

The idea of manifoldness is often connected to the sea not just
through its relationship with the rivers: the R mentions two, four,
seven seas or a generic plurality of them and on the whole the Ragh at
least partly seems to follow this pattern.

The most ancient image would be the quadripartition of the sea

specular to the well known Vedic quadripartition of the earth, which
must have been predominant according to Lüders before the more
famous round shape of the earth gained ground 7. The four seas might
have been seen as the four boundaries, or rather the only sea that sur-
rounds the world might have been imagined as divided into four parts,
corresponding to the four quarters of the sky 8. In the first quotation
the samudra- is apparently divided into four quarters, so that a certain
mountain is said to stand in one of these quarters. In the sixth one

6. For the confluence of the Ga√gå and the Yamunå which this passage dealt
with, v. M. PIGONIOWA, Rivers in Kålidåsa: some examples, in Atti del Seminario “La
Natura nel Pensiero, nella Letteratura e nelle Arti dell’India” in occasione
dell’Undicesimo Convegno Nazionale di Studi Sanscriti (Milano, 23 novembre 2002)
ed. da O. Botto, a cura di G. Boccali e P.M. Rossi, Torino 2004, pp. 51-67: 60 f. 

7. Cf. R.H. LÜDERS, Varu∫a. 1. Varu∫a und die Wasser, Aus dem Nachlaß hrsg.
von L. Alsdorf, Göttingen, 1951, p. 79 ff.

8. Cf. LÜDERS, Varu∫a, op.cit., p. 96.

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

21 Ragh IX, 22 iva sågaram åpagå∆ 1 ” rivers + sea

22 Ragh X, 27 bhinnå∆ panthåna∆ siddhihetava∆
/ tvayy eva nipatanty oghå 
jåhnavœyå ivår∫ave

1 all different
ways to reach
the perfection
lead to Viß∫u

Ganges
branches flow
all together
into the sea

23 Ragh XIII,
9

tara√gådharadå [...] asau
[...] sindhæ∆

1 rivers + sea (wives +
husband)

24 Ragh XIII, 58 samudrapatnœ 1 ” ” 6

25 Ragh XVII,
54

apathena (pravav®te) (prav®ttena)
na jåtæpacito’pi sa∆ / v®ddhau
nadœmukhen(aiva) (eva)
prasthånaµ (lava∫åmbhasa∆) (hi
saritpate∆)

1, 4, 5, B the king who
never puts a
foot wrong

the sea which
discharges the
water of the
tide through
the mouths of
rivers and only
through these
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Vålin is said to be able to go from the western sea to the eastern one
and from the southern sea to the northern one before sunrise.

Furthermore we have some R references to several seas which are
each time associated with one out of the four quarters (west 7; south 8;
10; north 9). Even if the background of the main plot of R were not an
island in the middle of the ocean, as has been asserted by F.E. Pargiter
and some other scholars, but rather a mountain or a hill or a region in
the middle of a lake in the Madhya Pradesh, according to the geo-
graphical reconstruction by T. Parasima Iyer 9, all these occurrences
would however be referred to different seas located at the four cardi-
nal points of the whole earth, through which the monkeys are sent by
Råma 10. Nevertheless the philological tradition of these four quota-
tions is uncertain: in particular the sarga of occurrences 7 and 9 must
be an interpolation dating back to the age of the Harivaµƒa, a work
which shares its geographical descriptions precisely with section IV,
39-42 of the R 11. Occurrence 8 is included in a set of sargas (VI, 111-

9. The Råmåya∫a. Its Origin and Growth. A Statistical Study by M.R. YARDI,
Poona, 1994, pp. 38-48 and J. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics (Handbuch der
Orientalistik II. Indien, 2), Leiden-Boston-Köln, 1998, pp. 420-424 tend towards the
same location. On the contrary Goldman considers more likely that “the poet knew of
an island kingdom, whether real or mythical, said to lie some distance off the coast of
the Indian mainland”: v. The Råmåya∫a of Vålmœki. An Epic of Ancient India. Volume
I. Bålakå∫∂a. Introduction and Translation by R. P. GOLDMAN, Annotation by R. P.
Goldman and Sally J. Sutherland, Princeton, New Jersey, 1984, pp. 27-29.

10. Only the tenth one could be interpreted otherwise. Effectively the northern
region of the southern samudra- could mark locally the coast of any reservoir of water
or the border of an arm of the sea, perhaps the arm of sea between the continent and
La√kå. In fact we find other occurrences of this kind, in an analogous context (12; 13)
which mention the crossing of samudra- by Råma and his army: they are said to have
reached the southern coast of samudra and to have camped there after the crossing of
the sea. Analogously the quotation 11 seems to refer to the northern coast of the same
hypothetical arm of sea, where Råma camped this time before the crossing of the sea.
However all these last three passages, using either samudra- or sågara-, might have
been added late: in fact the former two seem to be later anticipations of other two sar-
gas, 68 and 38 respectively, while the latter includes “formulae probably drawn from
the Mahåbhårata stock” (cf. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 390); there-
fore they probably date back to an age when La√kå was however considered an island
in the middle of the ocean.

11. Likewise YARDI, The Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f. and BROCKINGTON, The
Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 388.
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116) which would have once ended the whole R and which have
clearly undergone considerable expansion: the exceptional length of
sarga 116 is probably an evidence of its expansion 12.

In passage 2 where four seas are again mentioned the term
employed is sågara-: the water for the kingly consecration has to be
fetched from all four seas 13. The context is explicitly ritual like that of
the three occurrences of a generic plural of samudra-. The necessary
water (toyam / åpa∆) is fetched (å-h®) from the surrounding seas during
the anointment of the kings Råma (3) and Sugrœva (4). The monkeys
present herbs, fruit and roots to their leader Sugrœva telling him that
they had gone around to all the mountains, seas and forests (5).

Quotation 17 shares this ritual context, listing a series of natural
elements, from which the Råkßasa and the monkeys fetched water, in
order to pour it upon the winner’s head. In fact the quadripartition of
the earth and the division of the ocean according to the four cardinal
points of the earth seem to be images surviving from Vedic to the
classical language. For instance the four samudras are mentioned as
the udders of the earth depicted as a mythical cow, Surabhœ’s daughter
in passage 14. The compound caturanteƒa- “lord of the four-bordered
(earth)” is used to compare King Daƒaratha who is satisfied with his
sons’ virtues with the divine lord of the earth who is satisfied with the
treasures of the seas (mahår∫avå∆) in occurrence 16 14. Lastly the four
ar∫avas to be crossed are the upamåna for the four fields of knowl-
edge passed through by Raghu (15).

12. Cf. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 391. Not so YARDI, The
Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f. who lists sarga 116 among the original sargas.

13. Yardi’s philological classification (pertaining to the “original Råmåya∫a”) is
opposed to Brockington’s, which plausibly considers the last sargas (111-116) of the
sixth book as clearly expanded. V. BROCKINGTON, ibid.

14. For the conservative trait of this image in the cited passage of the Ragh v.
LÜDERS, Varu∫a, op.cit., p. 79. We find a trace of this association between a sea and a
quarter in a simile (18), where the army directed to the eastern ocean is compared
with the Ganges river, which only runs from the west to the east, and in 19, where
Gokar∫a rises on the coast of the southern ocean (dakßi∫odadhe∆).
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15. Cf. R VI, 13, 7, where a single sea is mentioned, from which some water has
to be drawn with an analogous ritualistic aim (samudråj jalam ånaya). Cf. also 8.

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R IV, 41, 21 caturbhåge samudrasya cakravån
nåma parvata∆

2

2 R VI, 116,
46

catur∫åµ sågaråmbha-såm /
pær∫air gha™ai∆

2 15 S

3 R II, 13, 6 våh®taµ toyaµ samudrebhyaƒ 2 S

4 R IV, 25, 30 åh®tya ca samudrebhya∆ sar-
vebhyo

2 S

5 R IV, 36, 36 sarve parigatå∆ ƒailå∆ samudråƒ
ca vanåni ca

2 S

6 R IV, 11, 4 samudråt paƒcimåt pærvaµ
dakßi∫åd api cottaram / kråmaty

2 S

7 R IV, 41, 8 paƒcimam [...] samudraµ 2 S

8 R VI, 116,
50

dakßi∫åt tær∫aµ samudråj jalam
åharat

2 S

9 R IV, 42, 53 uttaras toyasåm nidhi∆ 2

10 R IV, 63, 4 dakßi∫asya samudrasya 
samåsådyottaråµ diƒam

2 S

11 R VI, 5, 1 sågarasyottare tœre 2 S

12 R VI, 22, 17 samudrasya tœram åsådya
dakßi∫am

2 S

13 R VI, 24, 14 samudrasya tœram åsådya
dakßi∫am

2 S

14 Ragh II, 3 payodharœbhætacatu∆samudråµ 2 the udders of
the earth
depicted as a
mythical cow

four seas

15 Ragh III, 30 catasraƒ caturar∫avopamå∆ [...]
vidyå∆

2 the four fields
of knowledge

four seas

16 Ragh X, 86 caturanteƒaµ ratnair iva
mahår∫avå∆

2 king + his
four sons

divine lord
of the earth +
four seas

17 Ragh XIV, 8 saritsamudrån sarasœƒ ca gatvå 2 S

18 Ragh IV, 32 senåµ mahatœm [...]
pærvasågaragåminœm [...] 
ga√gåm iva

2 army advanc-
ing towards
the oriental
ocean

Gange’s
course from
West to East

19 Ragh VIII,
33

rodasi dakßi∫odadhe∆ 2 S
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All images of the two seas are upamåna for war comparisons. In
the first one a plausibly original text, two clashing armies are
described as two mahår∫ava- that is two wavy seas which are uproari-
ous because of their split coasts. In the second one we find another
comparison with two seas in a war context, but the term for the sea is
sågara-: sarga 87 is reasonably supposed by Brockington “to have
undergone the greatest elaboration in terms of language and style” 16,
just as numerous sargas in the sixth book which are likewise devoted
to battle scenes. This time the upamitas are the waves of arrows fired
by the two heroes at each other and the dual term for the sea is just
sågara- (cf. 3). No one passage of the Ragh mentions two opposed
seas, but the image of two opposed billows in the big wavy sea
(mahår∫avormœ) compared with two clashing armies (4) seems to be
not so far from these R upamås. The source image for these couple of
seas might have already been Vedic, nevertheless the two Vedic seas
are depicted far away from each other, so that they have been identi-
fied by Lüders as the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal 17.

16. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 391. Not so YARDI, The
Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f., who classifies sarga VI, 87 as “original”.

17V. LÜDERS, Varu∫a, op.cit., p. 97 f. about ÌgVeda X, 136, 5 and K. KLAUS,
Die altindische Kosmologie. Nach den Bråhma∫as dargestellt (Indica et Tibetica.
Monographien zu den Sprachen und Literaturen des indo-tibetischen Kulturraumes,
hrsg. von M. Hahn unter Mitarbeit von J.U. Hartmann und K. Klaus, Bd. 9), Bonn,
1986, p. 78 about Bråhma∫a occurrences and Chåndogya-Upanißad VI, 10, 1. On the
contrary the couple of samudras mentioned in ÌgVeda X, 136, 5 are identified with
the Ganges and the Indus rivers by K. KLAUS, Samudrá im Veda, in XXIII. Deutscher
Orientalistentag. Vom 16. bis 20. September 1985 in Würzburg. Ausgewählte

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R VI, 84, 32 mahår∫avau dvåv iva 2, 6a, 7 two clashing
armies

two seas

2 R VI, 87, 30 ærmayo [...] sågarayor iva 2, 7 the waves of
arrows fired
each other by
the two
heroes

the waves of
two seas
swollen by
the wind

3 R VII, 32,
50

sågaråv iva saµkßubdhau 2, 7 two fighting
heroes

two oceans

4 Ragh VII,
51

iva mahår∫avormœ 2, 7, B two armies
clashing each
other

two opposed
waves of the
sea
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Seven seas are mentioned four times in the R, twice as sapta-
samudra- and twice as sapta- sågara-. The first occurrence could date
back to the age of the Sæta’s additions. It involves seven sågaras all
brought together in the same place by some ascetics, who were so
weary from their acts of penance, that they were not able to reach the
water to carry out their ablutions. In the second one the same seven
seas are mentioned as samudras: Råma and Lakßma∫a perform their
ablutions in the landing places of these seas (saptanånåm ca samu-
drå∫åm eßu tœrtheßu). This passage is included in an “original” -
according to Yardi, but more probably in a “late” sarga, considering
that it makes use of long compounds and that it is the last sarga of the
Ara∫yakakå∫∂a, immediately before the first exceptionally long sarga
of the Kißkindhakå∫∂a, the beginnings and ends of books being - as is
easily understandable - particularly liable to inflation 18. The third
occurrence takes place in a sarga even attributed to the Harivaµ-
ƒakåra: the din of fighting heroes is compared with the sound of seven
samudras. The last R occurrence might be an original passage, but is a
suspicious atiƒayokti: the seven sågaras are shaken by the uproarious
sound of the number of weapons brandished vehemently in a frightful
battle (kßubhitå∆ sapta sågarå∆). Apart from Yardi’s evaluation, this
hyperbolic image effectively seems to summon up some comparable
Mahåbhårata statements, such as III, 172, 8ab 19 (kßubhitå∆ saritaƒ
caiva tathaiva ca mahodadhi∆), where the exceptionality of some
events is described as even shaking the rivers and the ocean. Also on
one occasion the Ragh mentions the seven seas as Viß∫u’s abodes.

However what are these seven samudras? They seem to corre-
spond to a later different traditional cosmographic division of the
world into seven continents and seven seas, better explained in later
texts, for example in Viß∫u-Purå∫a II, 2, 5-6 20, a fact which agrees

Vorträge hrsg. von E. von Schuler (ZDMG, Supplement VII), Stuttgart, 1989, p. 369.
18. For the reasons behind this evaluation v. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics,

op.cit., p. 387.
19. The Mahåbhårata passages are quoted from The Mahåbhårata, ed. V.S.

SUKTHANKAR - S.K. BELVALKAR - P.L. VAIDYA, Poona, 1966, 19 vols.
20. jambæplakßåhvayau dvœpau ƒålmaliƒcåparo dvija / kuƒa∆ krauñcas tathå

ƒåka∆ pußkaraƒcaiva saptama∆ // ete dvœpå∆ samudrais tu sapta saptabhir åv®tå∆ /
lava∫ekßusuråsarpirdadhidugdhajalai∆ samam, “The two islands called Jambæ and
Plakßa, dvija, and the other one, ˙ålmali, then Kuƒa, Krauñca, ˙åka and Pußkara as
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with the supposed dating of the R passages. There is not even one
occurrence of the seven seas in the R which is above suspicion of
being a quite late addition.

Moreover in the Ragh there are five passages involving a generic

plurality of seas, where ar∫ava- seems to have been preferred over
any other terms. In a sort of atiƒayokti the ar∫avas thunder to celebrate
a human victory (5); Sudarƒana’s command was said never to waver
even on the shore of the ar∫avas (8). These represent the upamåna of
Daƒaratha’s sons in an already mentioned simile (6). The other two
Ragh passages use the term samudra-: the former whose context is rit-
ual has been quoted above (7) and the latter (9) constitutes a simile
where the samudras which do not cross their border are the upamåna
of praised kings who never go beyond their boundaries. The archetype
of both images can be recognized in epic literature: in fact we find
three occurrences in R of the mentioned ritual context associated to

seventh one: they are the seven islands surrounded by the seven seas of salt water,
sugar-cane juice, spirit, clarified butter, curds, milk and fresh water”. V. The Viß∫u
Purå∫a. A System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition. Text in Devanagari, English
Translation Notes and Appendices, translated from the original Sanskrit and illus-
trated by notes chiefly derived from other Purå∫as by H.H. WILSON, enlarged and
arranged by N.S. SINGH, Delhi, 1980, vol. I, p. 249. For some further details about the
four and seven dvœpas v. R. KRISHNADASA, Purå∫ic Geography of the Chatur-Dvœpas,
Purana 2 (1960), pp. 200-205 and B.H. KAPADIA, The four World Oceans and the
Dvœpa Theory of the Middle Ages, Purana 3 (1961), pp. 215-221. In the Mahåbhårata
we also find analogous divisions of the world into several dvœpas, preferably four
dvœpa around the Meru mountain: v. Mahåbhårata VI, 6, 12 - 12, 1.

21. This dealt with an episode which does not involve the main characters.

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R III, 70, 21 sapta- samudra- 2 21

2 R III, 71, 4 sapta- samudra- 2 S

3 R VI, 34, 17 sapta- samudra- 2 the din of
fighting
heroes

the sound of
seven seas

4 R VI, 96, 15 sapta- sågara- 2, C S

5 Ragh X, 22 saptår∫avajaleƒaya- = Viß∫u 2 I =
DA
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the same notion of several seas (1-3) and in the Mahåbhårata a recur-
ring comparison between the sea which does not cross the border or
does not rise above (ati-kram- / ati-gam-: e.g. I, 164, 8; II, 28, 31) its
coast (velå) and the self-control of the heroes. Moreover in the fourth
occurrence some attacking Råkßasas are compared with samudrås
which suddenly swell, at the end of the hot season.

Resuming what we have found out about the manifoldness of the
sea, it is evident that the more ancient passages of the R containing
this notion and agreeing with the cosmographic Vedic model 22, both
in a simile and in a different context, employ the term samudra- and
only once the term ar∫ava- (which on the contrary the Ragh seems to
prefer), terms already occurring in Vedic texts. On the contrary the
pertaining passages where the term sågara- occurs are philologically
uncertain and probably later.

22. This quadripartite cosmography has been recognized both in Vedic Saµhitå
and in the Bråhma∫as: cf. LÜDERS, Varu∫a, op.cit., pp. 95-100 and KLAUS, Die
altindische Kosmologie, op.cit., p. 77.

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R II, 13, 6 våh®taµ toyaµ samudrebhyaƒ 2 S

2 R IV, 25, 30 åh®tya ca samudrebhya∆
sarvebhyo

2 S

3 R IV, 36, 36 sarve parigatå∆ ƒailå∆ samudråƒ
ca vanåni ca

2 S

4 R VII, 32,
67

naktaµcarå∫åµ vegas tu teßåm
åpatatåµ babhau / uddhæta
åtapåpåye samudrå∫åm ivådbhuta∆

2 heroes
attacking

swollen seas

5 Ragh IX, 11 ar∫avås 2, C S

6 Ragh X, 86 ratnair iva mahår∫avå∆

7 Ragh XIV,
8

saritsamudrån sarasœƒ ca gatvå

8 Ragh XVIII,
43

velåsv api når∫avånåµ 2, C I

9 Ragh XVI, 2 velåµ samudrå iva na vyatœyu∆ 2 kings who
never go
beyond their
boundaries

seas which
do not cross
their border
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3. The round shape of the earth

3a. The sea around the earth
The round shape of the sea is also well documented in the late

Vedic texts, obviously involving the term samudra-, for example in
the ˙atapatha-Bråhma∫a 23: e.g. (VII, 1, 1, 13) [...] tásmåd imáµ
lokáµ sarváta∆ samudrá∆ páryeti [...], “therefore the sea goes round
this world on all sides”. This notion is elaborated in the Ragh, where
we find the following expressions: “the earth whose moat is the
ocean” (5); “the earth sea-belted/dressed” (11-12); “the earth ocean-
dressed” (6; 13), once employed as a term of comparison for the look
of a pregnant woman (6); “the heavy earth with the wavy sea full of
precious gems as its belt”, mentioned as a standard for wife (7).
Several terms are used for the sea (ar∫ava-, ratnåkara-, samudra-,
sågara-) without an apparent difference. In the Mahåbhårata we are
able to recognize the same idea in a sort of formulaic expression
including the term sågara-: the earth is defined sågaramekhalå-
“ocean-belted”, sågaråmbarå- “ocean-dressed”, sågaraparyantåµ-
“ocean-bounded” (Mahåbhårata II, 5, 115; IX, 4, 21; XII, 28, 15) 24.

In the R we find the first analogous expression, “the sea-gar-
landed earth” (1), involving the term samudra-, in a passage contained
in the story of Sagara’s sons (I, 37-43), which presents a considerable
correspondence of parts with the version found in the Mahåbhårata
and in some Purå∫as 25. A second analogous passage, included in a
sarga- judged highly elaborated in terms of language and style, con-
tains the same term samudra-: “the earth of which the boundary is the
sea” (2). With a different first member, the compound sågara-
paryanta- occurs twice (3; 4): it is employed as an epithet of the earth

23. Cf. LÜDERS, Varu∫a, op.cit., p. 79 and KLAUS, Die altindische Kosmologie,
op.cit., p. 76 f.

24. V. also Mahåbhårata VI, 12, 7 (sågara- parima∫∂ala-) and XII, 175, 27
(pròthivyante samudra-). 

25. Cf. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 382. On the other hand
sarga 38 is listed by YARDI, The Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f. among the Sæta’s addi-
tions, which are at the level of the more ancient additions. For the Mahåbhårata cor-
responding version cf. T. PONTILLO, “P®thivœ sågarå√kitå (MB XII,29,127) e l’oceano
senza acqua”, in Atti del IX Convegno Nazionale di Studi Sanscriti, Genova 23-24
Ottobre 1997, ed. da O. BOTTO, a cura di S. SANI, Pisa, 1999, pp. 149-164.
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denoted by the terms mahœ- or bhæmi-, but sarga V, 37 is very uncer-
tain and some manuscripts even omit it 26. Nevertheless we have a
similar image, always in a context different from a simile, precisely in
a “situation”, referred to the only La√kå surrounded or defended all
around by the sågara (14; 15; 16; 17) 27. Lastly twice, an extraordinary
mountain which is surrounded by the sågara- is depicted by this same
image (19; 20) 28.

3b. The waves as a garland
On the other hand the R seems to hint at a sort of round shape of

the ocean at least three times. The first time the image occurs in a
sarga commonly classified among the Sæta’s additions (23)29: it deals
with a sort of atiƒayokti and employs the term samudra-. At the sight
of Råva∫a even “the sea with its garland of restless waves”
(calormimålin-) remains motionless and frightened. In the other two
occurrences the term is sågara-, defined ærmin-anta- “whose border is
wavy” (24) and mahormi-målin- “billow-garlanded” (25) respectively.
The latter is included in a section considered “original” by Yardi, but
precisely the compound ærmin-anta- looks as if it was on the contrary,
a late poetic creation, a sort of a new combination of existing lexical
material, such as the adjective mahormin- “having great waves” also
recurring in the Mahåbhårata (e.g. III, 21, 16; 99, 21; VI, 108, 34),
referred to the sea, and the bahuvrœhi compound a-pary-anta- “unlim-

26. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 390. On the contrary, both pas-
sages, R V, 37, 16 and VI, 8, 4 have been catalogued as pertaining to the “original”
text by YARDI, The Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f.

27. The Ragh expression mahår∫avaparikßepaµ (18) and the attribute åsamu-
drakßitœƒa- referred to the kings of the Raghu’s race, “whose possessions are not
bounded but by the sea” (22) seem to hint at an analogous image.

28. We find all these six occurrences, apart from the penultimate, in sections
pertaining to the “original Råmåya∫a” according to Yardi’s classification. The per-
taining sargas have not been a specific object of Brockington’s philological observa-
tions, excluding sarga III, 45, judged late for its artificial language and some refined
figures, and sarga IV, 40, which includes geographic descriptions comparable with
those contained in the Harivaµƒa, as well as the whole of section IV, 39-42 (v.
BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 387 f.).

29. Likewise YARDI, The Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f. and, analogously accord-
ing to BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 381, sarga I, 14 is not “original”
for reasons of subject-matter.
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ited”, often linked to a term for the sea in the same work (e.g.
Mahåbhårata II, 36, 11; VI, 59, 3). Moreover the irregular length of
the sarga- V, 1 - as stated above - must be considered evidence of its
secondary expansion. The compound mahormimålin- is perhaps in its
turn a kåvya-combination of the above quoted mahormin- and ærmi-
målin- “wave-garlanded”, already occurring e.g. in Mahåbhårata VII,
95, 2, and still late in the Ragh (26) 30, where the Vaidarbha king going
out of the city to meet Raghu’s son is compared with a “wave-gar-
landed” ocean. Also the above mentioned calormimålin- referred to
samudra- (23) seems to be a restyled compound.

Both elements, the earth and the sea appear to share this round
shape. They are described as concentric with each other. More pre-
cisely the earth is imagined as a wheel and the sea as its felly, accord-
ing to a recurring image in the Ragh. In fact in occurrence 8 the term
for the earth is accompanied by the epithet udadhinemi- “whose felly
is the ocean” and in 10 samudranemi- “whose felly is the sea” is a
compound taking the place of the term for the earth. In both cases the
image does not constitute a standard of comparison, as it does in 9,
where the image is extremely poetically elaborated 31: dæråd
ayaƒcakranibhasya tanvœ tamålatålœvanaråjinœlå / åbhåti velå
lava∫åmburåƒer dhårånibaddheva kala√ka(lekhå) (rekhå), “From far
away the thin shore of the ocean looking like an iron wheel shows
dark with the rows of palm- and tamåla-forests, as it were a streak of
corrosion formed on the edge” 32.

The round shape of the sea does not result as so strictly linked to
the term samudra- and above all not in the more ancient tradition of
the Råmaya∫a text, nevertheless we might suppose that the late Vedic

30. Cf. Ragh IV, 44, where the garland-image is connected with the sea-coast.
31. For some examples of the method defined “transformation of image” applied

to Mahåbhårata by later poets including Kålidåsa, only on the subject of sea, v. S.
BHATTACHARYYA, Imagery in the Mahåbhårata. Influence on later Sanskrit Lite-
rature, Calcutta, 1971, pp. 113-125.

32. Furthermore it could be interesting to note that instead of samudra- and
udadhi- (employed as a first member in the mentioned compounds udadhinemi- and
samudranemi-), in the same position occupied by these terms for the sea, in
Meghadæta, 106 we find just cakra- in the plurimember compound cakranemikrama-
“the proceeding of the felly of a wheel” involved in a comparison with the circular
course of personal happiness, which goes up and down alternatively.
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model influenced the following evolution of the image. Therefore the
extraordinary Ragh passages quoted above seem to have artistically
re-employed the late Vedic and epic hints, involving various terms for
the sea, the more ancient lexeme ar∫ava- and samudra- included.

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R I, 38, 13 samudramålinœ- p®thivœ- 3a I = M

2 R V, 14, 13 samudråntå- medinœ- 3a S

3 R V, 37, 16 sågaraparyantå- mahœ- 3a S

4 R VI, 8, 4 sågaraparyantå- bhæmi- 3a S

5 Ragh I, 30 parikhœk®tasågaråm [...] urvœµ
[...] ƒaƒåsaikapurœm iva

3a the earth sur-
rounded by
the ocean

a fortress
whose moat
is the ocean 

6 Ragh III, 9 sågaråmbarå- mahißœ- 3a a pregnant
woman

earth

7 Ragh VI, 63 mahœ [...] gurvœ ratnånu-vid-
dhår∫avamekhalåyå

3a wife ”

8 Ragh IX, 10 medinœ- udadhinemi- 3a S

9 Ragh XIII,
15

ayaƒcakranibhasya [...] velå
lava∫åmburåƒer

3a, 5, B S

10 Ragh XIV,
39

Ø + samudranemi- 3a S

11 Ragh XV, 1 ratnåkaramekhalåm [...] p®thivœm 3a earth wife

12 Ragh XV,
83

samudra(raƒanå)(vasanå)
vasuµdharå

3a S

13 Ragh XVIII,
22

ar∫avåntå [...] vasudhå 3a S

14 R III, 45, 25 la√kå [...] sågare∫a parikßiptå 3a isle S

15 R IV, 57, 22 la√kåyåµ guptåyåm sågare∫a
samantata∆

3a isle S

16 R V, 2, 24 tasyåƒ ca mahatœµ guptiµ
sågaraµ ca nirœkßya sa∆

3a isle S

17 R V, 28, 3 uddeƒe sågare∫a parikßipte gupte 3a isle S

18 Ragh XII,
66

mahår∫avaparikßepaµ la∫kåyå∆
parikhålaghum

3a isle S

19 R IV, 40, 28 sågaråmbusamåv®ta∆ (giri∆) 3a mount I =
DS

20 R V, 25, 11 sågare∫a parikßiptaµ ƒveta-
parvatam

3a mount S

21 Ragh IV, 53 sahyalagna ivår∫ava∆ 3a mount S
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4. The tide of the sea on the day of the full moon - 5. The briny
water

In seven Ragh occurrences the same image of the sea-tide is
employed as upamåna involving different terms for the sea, namely
udadhi- (18) and mahodadhi- (14), udanvat- (16; 19), ærmœmålin-
(15), samudra- (17; 21), lava∫åmbhas-saritpati- (20). The upameyas
are indeed various.

All occurrences pertaining to the tide in the R are also “images”,
apart from one “situation” (13), where the main characters witness the
phenomenon evidently connected with the rising moon: mahodadhi- is
the term used here for the ocean. The R writer must also have been
struck with the phenomenon of high tide, otherwise he would not have
employed the same image of the sea swelling under the full moon thir-
teen times as a standard of the comparison. Passages 1-6 involve the
term samudra- for the sea, indicated as a standard when it is “on the
day(s) of the full moon” (samudra iva parva∫i / parvasu) 34. Quotations
1 and 3 are probably more recent passages, but the first four are
included in the so called “original R” and four of the latter are
included in the so called “original R”.

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

22 Ragh I, 5 åsamudrakßitœƒa- 3a king S

23 R I, 14, 10 calormimålœ [...] samudro 3b I 33

24 R IV, 11, 9 sågara- ærmin-anta- 3b S

25 R V, 1, 190 sågara- mahormimålin- 3b S

26 Ragh V, 61 Ø + prav®ddhormir ivormimålœ 3b king sea S

33. It dealt with a list of natural elements.
34. The whole section devoted to the Viƒvåmitra episode (I, 31-64) is not

directly relevant to the main plot of the Råmåya∫a and has been supposed to be late,
although it contains some probably ancient sargas such as I, 34; 46-47, which even
reflect an age contemporary with Buddha, before the rise of the Magadhan great capi-
tal På™aliputra. Cf. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 382; The Råmåya∫a
of Vålmœki. An Epic of Ancient India. Volume I. Bålakå∫∂a, op.cit., p. 21 f. Likewise
according to YARDI, The Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f., the sarga I, 54 is the Sæta’s
addition; sarga II, 38 is a very recent addition to be attributed to the so-called author
of the U-style.
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35. YARDI, The Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f. includes the first passage among the
latest additions while according to BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 384,
the second one is an obvious interpolation. 
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In analogous similes only twice do we single out the term sågara-
linked to the locative case parva∫i / parvasu, in occurrence 7, where
the din of the crowd which moves crookedly corresponds to the sound
of the ocean swollen by the high tide, and in 8, where the high tide
under a full moon stands for the great rush of the people walking
away. Both occurrences are included in suspected interpolations 35.
Other six passages hint at the tides through a more generic image,
employing the expressions sågaraughanibha- (4X: 9), sågaraprati-
maugha- (1X: 10), sågarodgårasaµnibham vardhantam (1X: 12) “sim-
ilar to the flood of the (growing) ocean”.

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R I, 54, 20 samudra iva parva∫i 4 Viƒvåmitra
whose strength
increased

the sea on
the day of
the full moon

2 R II, 16, 7 samudra iva parva∫i 4 Råma whose
agitation is
rising

”

3 R II, 38, 11 samudra iva parva∫i 4 a city exulting
in delight at
Råma and
Lakßma∫a’s
return

”

4 R V, 1, 9 samudra iva parvasu 4 Hanæmat who
increases in
size, aiming
to jump over
the sea

”

5 R V, 46, 15 samudra iva parvasu 4 Indrajit sets
forth
endowed with
over-flowing
energy

”

6 R VI, 86, 5 samudra iva parva∫i 4 A√gada repels
the assailant
enemy

”

7 R II, 6, 27 parvasædœr∫a-vegasya 
sågarasyeva niƒvana∆

4, 6a the din of the
crowd

the sound of
the ocean on
the day of
the full moon

8 R II, 74, 4 mahåvega∆ sågarasyeva parva∫i 4 the great
rush of the
people

the sea on
the day of
the full moon
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Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

9 R II, 87, 4;
VI, 4, 11;
VI, 4, 35;
VI, 61, 13

sågaraughanibha- 4, 7 army rip-tide

10 R VI, 45, 31 sågarapratimaugha- 4, 7 impetuous
army

”

11 R VI, 47, 33 vyadårayad vånarasåga-
raughaµ mahåjhaßa∆ pær∫am 
ivår∫avaugham

4, 7, D terrifying rank
/a hero who
enters the
enemy’s ranks

rip-tide/ a
big fish
which enters
the wavy sea 

12 R VII, 32, 9 paƒcimena tu taµ d®ß™vå 
sågarodgåra-saµnibham / 
vardhantam ambhaso vegaµ
pærvåm åƒåµ praviƒya tu

4, 7 course of a
river which
increases

high tide

13 R V, 4, 2 mahodadhiµ cåpi samedhayan-
tam [...] dadarƒa ƒœtåµƒu-math-
åbhiyåntam

4 S

14 Ragh III, 17 mahodadhe∆ pæra
ivendudarƒanåd

4 a father
proud of see-
ing his son
growing

tide

15 Ragh V, 61 pratyujjagåma [...] candraµ
prav®ddhormir ivormimålœ

3, 4 king ”

16 Ragh VII,
19

ninye [... ] velåsakåƒaµ
sphu™aphenaråjir navair udan-
vån iva candrapådai∆

1, 4, B bridegroom ”

17 Ragh X, 83 teßåµ dvayor dvayor
(aikyaµ)(prœtir) bibhide na 
kadåcana / [...] yathå 
candrasamudrayo∆

4 brothers’
relationship

moon and
sea’s rela-
tionship

18 Ragh XII,
36

saµrambhaµ maithilœhåsa∆
kßa∫(aµ) (a) saumyåµ ninåya
tåm / nivåtastimitåµ velåµ 
candrodaya ivodadhe∆

4, B the annoyance
of a woman
because of
her rival’s
smile

the sea on
the day of
the full moon

19 Ragh XVI,
27

babhau balaugha∆ 
ƒaƒin(oditena)(odgatena) velåm
udanvån iva nœyamåna∆

4 an advancing
army

tide

20 Ragh XVII,
54

v®ddhau nadœmukhen’(aiva)
(eva) prasthånaµ (lava∫åmb-
hasa∆) (hi saritpate∆)

1, 4, 5, B the king who
never puts a
foot wrong

the sea which
discharges
the water of
the tide
through the
mouths of
rivers and
only through
these

21 Ragh XVII,
71

prav®ddh(au)(o) hœyate candra∆
samudro’pi tathåvidha∆ / sa tu
tatsama(v®ddhiƒ) (v®ttiƒ) ca na
(cåbhæt) (yayau) tåv iva
kßay(œ)(am)

4 the king who
does increase
but does not
decrease

the moon
and the sea
which regu-
larly increase
and then
decrease
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36. In the following ƒloka (VI, 40, 35) there is also the compound lava∫år∫ava-
“the salty wavy one” as the term for the sea.

37. V. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 390, who points out that in
sargas V, 54-58 there “has been much expansion and insertion”. On the contrary
YARDI, The Råmåya∫a, op.cit., p. 205 f., classifies both sargas as “original”.

38. This compound constitutes a philological variant also in an above quoted
passage (Ragh XVII, 54).

39. Also in the Mahåbhårata at least three out of the discovered pertinent occur-
rences are certainly late, dating back to the level attributed to the Harivaµƒakåra (III,
266, 42; XII, 329, 48) or to the Parvasa√grahakåra (I, 2, 243) according to Yardi’s
classification. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., pp. 127; 130 agrees with this
late dating. The first is the compound lava∫åmbhas- employed as a term for the sea,
alongside varu∫ålaya- “Varu∫a’s abode”, traced from the Råmopakhyåna and the
third occurrence too, lava∫ajala-, is a compound substituting the term for the sea in a
comparison. The second one is a prose passage in Mahåbhårata XII, 329, 48, dealing
with an aetiological myth just to explain the peculiar salty taste of samudra
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In R we find nine occurrences of the compound lava∫åmbhas-
“briny water”, seven (22) in the locative case and two (23) in the geni-
tive case. On five occasions they are contained in section V, 1 consid-
ered - as explained above - a recent interpolation to the text and once
(VI, 40, 34) in a passage judged an addition of the fourth chronologi-
cal level (contemporary with the Harivaµƒakåra) 36. Moreover in the
same section V, 1 another compound meaning “briny water”, “lava∫a-
toya-” occurs twice (24; 25). In the fifth book there are still two other
occurrences of the compound lava∫åmbhas-, regarding Hanæmat who
was eager to reach the northern shore of “briny water” departing from
the southern one (V, 54, 16 dakßi∫åd uttaraµ påraµ prårthayaµl
lava∫åmbhasa∆) and about a frightful råkßasœ, which repelled by
Hanæmat fell into the briny water (V, 56, 42 papåta lava∫åmbhasi).
Both these last two passages are traced from a section which seems
clearly expanded, considering the extensive repetitions of some
episodes and the frequent recourse to long compounds 37.

All these occurrences show the compound as a synonym for the
sea, not as an epithetical expression accompanying another common
term for the sea, nothing less than in the Ragh lava∫åmbhas- 38 “briny
water” / lava∫åmbudhi- / lava∫odadhi- “reservoir of the briny water”
(27: three different philological readings) and lava∫åmburåƒi- “mass
of the briny water” (28). Furthermore each of these occurrences is not
an “image” but a “situation” 39.
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(lava∫abhåva-): this had become undrinkable (apeya-) after ®ßi Naråya∫a had cursed
it for not appearing at his invocation while he was doing penance on the top of Mount
Meru. A very interesting passage pertaining to the briny water, not included either in
Yardi’s or in Brockington’s list of late additions to the original poem, but which how-
ever concerns unusual geographic surroundings, is a comparison in Mahåbhårata VI,
79, 5-6: the valour of Dh®taråß™ra’s sons is lost when it is measured against that of
their cousins, which is not at all different to how the sweet (svådu-) water (udaka-) of
the Ganges river becomes briny (lava∫atvaµ nigacchati) when it comes into contact
with the ocean (mahodadhi-). Moreover there are some references (e.g. Mahåbhårata
VI, 12, 16) to a division of the world into seven continents (dvœpa-) with their relative
seas (samudra-), among these the Jambædvœpa which is surrounded precisely by the
briny sea (låva∫a- samudra-). This would depend on a different later traditional cos-
mography, which has been hinted at above.

40. V. e.g. Taittirœya-Bråhma∫a II, 2, 9, 3: samudrásya ná pibanti.
41. V. e.g. Kauƒœtaky-Upanißad III, 1, 12: uttaråm u ha vai samudro vijate

somam anu daivatam. Cf. KLAUS, Die altindische Kosmologie, op.cit., p. 79.
42. Cf. G.V. DAVANE, An analytical Study of ‘samudra’ in the ÌgVeda, in

Golden Jubilee Volume, ed. T.N. Dharmadhikari, Poona, 1982, pp. 46-51: 49.
43. V. A Grammatical Word Index to the four Vedas, ed. VISHVA BANDHU, 2

vols., Hoshiarpur, 1960; 1963, s.v. lava∫a-.
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It seems ascertained that in R samudra- is the overall term preferred
for water subject to tides. It must have been the specific, quite technical
term for depicting the actual phenomenon of nature. Obviously the
samudra- in all the passages listed above could not have any other
meaning than the “sea”, at the most “the place of the sea where the
rivers flow into”. Therefore if the expounded chronological valuation is
right, we may suppose that the samudra-water was already a briny
water in ancient sections of the poem, although no expression meaning
the “salt water” has been employed as a term for the sea in any part of
the R which can undoubtedly be attributed to the more ancient tradition.
On the other hand we have to consider that, for instance, the briny water
had been explicitly pointed out in the Bråhma∫as 40 and in the
Upanißads 41, but in these same works the regular tide-phenomenon
does not seem to have yet been fully understood, apart from the evident
phenomenon of high tide on the days of the full moon which results as
being well known. Analogously the phenomenon of high tide as a surg-
ing of the samudra- towards the moon is pointed out in ÌgVeda I, 8, 7;
VIII, 3, 4 and VIII, 12, 5, at least according to the interpretation of
Såya∫a’s commentary 42, although the other essential feature of the sea,
namely the salt water had not been mentioned in the ÌgVeda 43.
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44. For a list of the inherent Mahåbhårata quotations (about a fifty) v. T.
PONTILLO - P. ROSSI, “Sea-images in pre-Kåvya literature: the relationship between
Mahåbhårata and Påli Buddhist canon occurrences”, in Nature Symbols in Literature.
Pandanus ’03, Prague, 2003, pp. 173 f.; 204-207.

45. An eighth occurrence of the term in a comparable context is 9, where the roar-
ing sågara- is compared with the resounding La√kå hit by the oceanic winds. The roar
of the sågara as an element of a real landscape is depicted also in passages 8 and 10.

46. On the contrary the samudra- is awfully roaring also as an element of a real
landscape in occurrence 11, in a sarga considered as an obvious expansion of the text
(cf. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., p. 390).

312 Indologica Taurinensia, 33 (2007)

6a. The roar of the ocean waves - 6b. The silence or the jingling
of the sea - 7. The impressive features of the ocean waves

A comparison between the two terms samudra- and sågara-
results particularly significant in a specific context, where the sea con-
stitutes the standard in a simile depicting the crowd and above all the
turmoil and the din which the army produces, a recurring image also in
the Mahåbhårata 44. There are at least seven occurrences of sågara- (1-
7) 45, two comparable occurrences of samudra- (12-13) 46 and three of
ar∫ava- (14-16) in the context of attribute 6a. In the first occurrence
e.g. the roar of the ocean waves clashing against each other, is com-
pared with the sound of crowds dashing together. In the sixth, the com-

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

22 R V, 1, 46;
67; 70; 89;
170; V, 56,
42; VI, 40, 34

Ø + lava∫åmbhasi 5, (B) S

23 R V,1, 189;
V, 54, 16

Ø + lava∫åmbhasa∆ 5 S

24 R V, 1, 94 Ø + lava∫atoyasya 5 S

25 R V, 1, 112 Ø + lava∫atoye 5 S

26 R VI, 40, 35 ƒœghraµ sarvå∫i yådåµsi jagmuƒ
ca lava∫år∫avam

5, 11 S

27 Ragh XII,
70

Ø + lava∫(åmbhasi)
(åmbudhau) (odadhau)

5 S

28 Ragh XIII,
15

Ø + velå lava∫åmburåƒer 5, 3, B S

29 Ragh XVII,
54

Ø + nadœmukhen’(aiva) (eva)
prasthånaµ (lava∫åmbhasa∆)

5, 1, 4, B
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47. Cf. BROCKINGTON, The Sanskrit Epics, op.cit., pp. 384; 389; 391.
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parison is between a sort of vortex created by a couple of armies clash-
ing with each other and the sound of the stormy ocean. It deals with
some passages which are extensively elaborated in terms of language
and style, just like the majority of war episodes in the poem, and often
they are contained in R sections whose antiquity is seriously question-
able. Sarga II, 106 e.g. is suspicious because of its high proportion of
figures of speech: it contains 17 similes in only 24 verses; sarga VI, 24
results as being a more recent anticipation of sarga 38; VI, 102 is prob-
ably late because of its subject-matter, the Sœtå’s ordeal 47. The recur-
ring image (shared by the Mahåbhårata) which has just been pointed
out here could perhaps add further weight to this last chronological
evaluation. Among the three quoted comparisons involving the term
ar∫ava-, 16 could also be included in an “original” section: the din
coming from two armies clashing with each other is compared with the
sound of two oceans, whose shores were suddenly split. The two
quoted occurrences of samudra- are probably very late: one pertains to
the seventh book and the other involves the late image of the seven
samudras. In the Ragh the roaring sea is mentioned once as upameya
(17), which reminds one of triumphally sounding drums, and once as
upamåna (18), of which the upameya is the resounding voice of the
bhagavat.

But what seems more interesting is that among the four compar-
isons with the sea-sound involving the term samudra- as a standard,
those which pertain to its terrific roar are the first connected to the
unequivocally late image of the seven seas and the second included in
the seventh book, while the other two deal with a sort of jingling or even
with the silence of the sea. Nevertheless both these passages are also
classified among the additions attributed to the Harivaµƒakåra. In 19
Råva∫a’s palace crowded with happy young women sounded like the
samudra- because of the jingling of ornaments. In 20 the same palace is
praised for its depth and silence comparable to the features of the sea.
We also find a comparable image of the sea in Ragh (21), but this
includes the term ar∫ava- instead of samudra-: the ocean is adjacent to
the prince’s apartments, so that its echo awakens him from his sleep.
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Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

1 R II, 5, 16 urmisaµgharßaharßasvanavatas
[... ] sågarasyeva nisvana∆

6a crowd / din
in the main
street

waves / the
roar of the
ocean

2 R II, 6, 27 parvasædœr∫avegasya 
sågarasyeva niƒvana∆

6a, 4 din of the
crowd

the roar of
the ocean on
the day of
the full moon

3 R II, 106, 7 saphenåµ sasvanåµ bhætvå
sågarasya samutthitåm /
praƒåntamårutoddhætåµ 
jalormim iva ni∆svanåm

6a, 7, B Bharata and
his retinue
coming back
home

the foamy
and roaring
waves of the
ocean

4 R VI, 24, 22 vegavadbhir nadadbhiƒ ca 
toyaughair iva sågara∆

6a, 7 the main
street
crowded by
warriors

the ocean full
of mighty
and roaring
waves 

5 R VI, 31, 45 mahåñ ƒabdo’bhavat tatra 
balaughasyåbhivartata∆ / 
sågarasyeva bhinnasya yathå
syåt salilasvana∆

6a the shouting
advancing
rank

the rumbling
split ocean

6 R VI, 46, 21 kßubhitasyåprameyasya 
sågarasyeva nisvana∆

6a war-cries of
two opposed
armies 

the roar of
the stormy
ocean

7 R VI, 102,
22

våyunodvartamånasya 
sågarasyeva nisvana∆

6a the clamour
of the
repelled
ranks

the roar of
the ocean
swollen by
the wind

8 R IV, 52, 14 ghoraµ sågaram [... ] 
abhigarjantaµ

6a, 11 S

9 R V, 3, 3 sågaropamanirghoßåµ 
sågarånilasevitå

6a the resound-
ing La√kå hit
by the
oceanic winds

the roaring
ocean

10 R VI, 15, 30 ghoße∫a mahatå ghoßaµ 
sågarasya samucchritam / 
bhœmam antardhadhe

6a, C S

11 R VI, 4, 65 ånupærvye∫a samudraµ 
bhœmani∆svanam

6a S

12 R VI, 34, 17 teßåm åpatatåµ ƒabda∆ krud-
dhånåm abhigarjatåµ / udvarta
iva saptånåµ samudrå∫åm abhæt
svana∆

6a the shouting
army

roaring seas

13 R VII, 32,
34

haihayådhipayodhånåm [... ]
sanakramœnamakarasamu-
drasyeva nisvana∆

6a ” roaring sea

14 R II, 6, 28 samantata∆ sasvanam åkulaµ
babhau samudrayådobhir
ivår∫avodakam

6a a crowded
city

the sea water
full of mon-
sters

15 R VI, 47, 10 mahår∫avåbhrastanitam [... ]
samudyataµ

6a the shouting
army

the roaring
ocean
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48. Also in a situation which underlines the impressive appearance of the ocean,
the term employed is sågara (34).
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The images involving the term sågara-, especially in the compar-
isons, prevalently seem to convey how powerful and frightful the
ocean is. There are at least eight passages (22-29), where the flood of
the ocean is compared with the fearful advancing army or with a
defeated rank or with an impetuous crowd or with a swollen river.
Other eight occurrences of sågara- can be registered under this con-
text-category: a fearful army, the waves of a river, the size of some
drainage canals, the besieging monkeys (2X), the predominant colour
of a rank, the awful appearance of a rank while the waves of the
arrows fired by two heroes are compared from time to time with the
more impressive features of the ocean (30-32; 34; 36-39) 48. Finally
two occurrences of ar∫ava- (42-43), one of which in the same verse
also involves the term sågara-, are contained in the context of attrib-
ute 7 and furthermore just once, in the last sarga, the impressive fea-
tures of the ocean are denoted by the plural term samudra- (41). In
Ragh the term ar∫ava- is employed twice, respectively for comparing

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

16 R VI, 84, 32 tau saµyati saµprayuktau 
tarasvinau vånararåkßasånåm /
balår∫avau sasvanatu∆ sub-
hœmaµ mahår∫avau dvåv 
iva bhinnavelau

6a, 7, 2 two shouting
armies clash-
ing each
other 

two wavy
seas which
are uproari-
ous because
of their split
coasts

17 Ragh IX, 11 vijayadundubhitåµ yayur ar∫avå
ghanarava

6a, C roaring seas triumphally
sounding
drums

18 Ragh X, 36 paribhætår∫avadhvani∆ 6a voice roaring sea

19 R V, 5, 10 muditapramadå ratnaµ 
råkßasendraniveƒanam / varåb-
hara∫anirhrådai∆ 
samudrasvanani∆svanam

6b the jingling
ornaments

the jingling
of the sea

20 R V, 5, 12 nityårcitaµ parvahætam pæjitaµ
råkßasai∆ sadå / samudram iva
gambhœraµ samudram iva
ni∆svanam

6b the silence of
Råva∫a’s
palace

the silence of
the sea

21 Ragh VI, 56 mandradhvanityåjitayåmatærya∆
/ pråsådavåtåyanad®ƒyavœci∆
prabodhayaty ar∫ava eva 
suptam

6b, B S
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the unapproachable and attractive king with the sea which holds both
monsters and treasures (44), and two clashing armies alternatively
winning or being defeated with two waves of the sea increased by two
opposed winds (45). 

Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

22 R II, 87, 4 sågaraughanibha- 7 + 4 an army the rip-tide

23 R VI, 4, 11 sågaraughanibha- 7 + 4 the fearful
rank

”

24 R VI, 4, 35 sågaraughanibha- / mahåghoßaµ
bhœmavega ivår∫ava∆

4, 6a, 7, D the fearful
rank / the
advancing
rank

the rip-tide /
the tumul-
tuous and
roaring sea

25 R VI, 61, 13 sågaraughanibhaµ bhœmaµ
d®ß™vå bå∫årditaµ balam

4, 7 the fearful
defeated rank 

the rip-tide

26 R VI, 47, 33 vyadårayad vånarasågaraughaµ
mahåjhaßa∆ pær∫am
ivår∫avaugham

4, 7, D the fearful
rank / a hero
who enters
the enemy’s
ranks

the rip-tide /
a big fish
which enters
the wavy sea 

27 R II, 74, 4 aƒobhata mahåvega∆ sågarasyeva
parva∫i

4, 7 the impetu-
ous crowd

the impetu-
ous tide

28 R VI, 45, 31 sågarapratimaugha- 4, 7 the impetu-
ous rank

the rip-tide

29 R VII, 32, 9 paƒcimena tu taµ d®ß™vå 
sågarodgårasaµnibham / vard-
hantam ambhaso vegaµ pærvåm
åƒåµ praviƒya tu

4, 7 a swollen
river

the high tide

30 R VII, 32,
19

tena båhusahasre∫a saµnirud-
dhajalå nadœ / 
sågarodgårasaµkåƒån udgårån
s®jate muhu∆

4, 7 the course of
a river

the flood tide
of the ocean 

31 R II, 74, 11 parivåhån bahædakån / cakrur
bahuvidhåkåråsågarapratimån
bahæn

7 the impres-
sive size of
the drains

the impres-
sive size of
the ocean

32 R II, 78, 2 sågaråbha- 7 the army the ocean

33 R IV, 63, 9 vißa∫∫åµ våhinœµ d®ß™vå 
sågarasya nirœkßa∫åt

7 S

34 R V, 33, 63 harisainyasya sågaram 7 the besieging
monkeys 

the ocean

35 R VI, 3, 8 sågarasya ca bhœmatåm 7 S

36 R VI, 4, 74 samœpastham sågarasya
[... ] balam / madhupå∫∂ujala∆
ƒrœmån 
dvitœya iva sågara∆

7 the army / 
the predomi-
nant colour
of the army 

the ocean /
the predomi-
nant colour
of the waves
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Occurrences Lexeme Attributes
and different 
categories

upameya (I) upamåna (I) S/I

37 R VI, 31, 83 sågaraµ cåtivartatåm 7, C the besieging
monkeys
over-whelm-
ing more
than the ocean

38 R VI, 17, 35 camæm [... ] sthitåµ tœre 
samudrasya dvitœya iva sågara∆

7 the impres-
sive look of
the rank 

the impres-
sive look of
the ocean

39 R VI, 87, 30 ærmayo [...] sågarayor iva 7 the waves of
arrows fired
each other by
the two heroes

the waves of
two seas
swollen by
the wind

40 R II, 47, 28 samudram iva nirvegam 7, 15 the calmed
hero

the smooth
sea

41 R VII, 32,
67

naktaµcarå∫åµ vegas tu teßåm
åpatatåµ babhau / uddhæta
åtapåpåye samudrå∫åm ivådb-
huta∆

2, 7 attacking
Råkßasas

swollen seas

42 R VI, 47, 33 vyadårayad vånarasågaraughaµ
mahåjhaßa∆ pær∫am 
ivår∫avaugham

4, 7, D terrifying
rank / a hero
who enters
the enemy’s
ranks

rip-tide/ a
big fish
which enters
the wavy sea 

43 R VI, 61, 35 åpæryata baloddharßais 
toyavegair ivår∫ava∆

1, 7 the hero
encouraged
by the words
of a friend

the sea filled
up by the
rivers

44 Ragh I, 16 adh®ßyaƒ c’(åbhi) (ådhi)-gamyaƒ
ca yådoratnair ivår∫ava∆

7, 15 the unap-
proachable
and at the
same time
attractive king

the sea
which holds
both mon-
sters and
treasures

45 Ragh VII,
51

paƒcåtpuromårutayo∆ prav®ddhau
paryåyåv®ttyeva mahår∫avormœ

7, 2, B two clashing
armies alter-
natively win-
ning or being
defeated

two waves of
the sea
increased by
two opposed
winds

46 R III, 45, 29 mahodadhim ivåkßobhyam 7, 14 the imper-
turbable hero

the imper-
turbable sea

47 Ragh XVII,
72

santas tasyåbhigamanåd
atyarthaµ mahata∆ k®ƒå∆ / udad-
her iva jœmætå∆ pråpur dåt®tvam
arthin(a∆)(åm)

7, 14 poor but just
people / a
liberal king

clouds / sea
which evapo-
rates

48 Ragh VIII,
80

tapa∆ (pratibandha) (pratighåta)
manyunå [... ] 
ƒamavelåpralayormi∫å

7, A the ascetic’s
anger when
his tapas has
been unwill-
ingly inter-
rupted

Pralaya wave
on the
“peace
shore”

49 Ragh XIII,
12

velånilåya pras®tå bhujaµgå
mahormivisphærj(athu)
(ita)nirviƒeßå∆

7, B snakes on the
sea-shore

waves of the
ocean

To be continued in volume 34 (2008)
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